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Abstract
Due to the cursive nature, segmentation of handwritten Bangla words into characters and also recognition of the same

sometimes become a very challenging problem to the researchers. Presence of comparatively large character set along with

modifiers, ascendants, descendants, and compound characters makes the segmentation task more complex. As holistic

method avoids such character-level segmentation, it is generally useful for the recognition of words written in any such

complex scripts. In the present work, a holistic handwritten word recognition method is developed using a feature

descriptor, designed by combining different Elliptical, Tetragonal and Vertical pixel density histogram-based features.

Recognition process is carried out separately using two classifiers, namely multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and support vector

machine (SVM). For evaluation of the proposed method, a database of 18,000 handwritten Bangla word images, having

120 word classes, is prepared. The proposed system performs comparatively better with SVM than MLP for the prepared

dataset. It has achieved 83.64% accuracy at best case and 79.38% accuracy on an average using fivefold cross-validation.

The current method has also outperformed some recently reported holistic word recognition technique tested on the

developed dataset. In addition to that the database, prepared in this work, is made freely available to fill the absence of a

publicly available standard database for holistic Bangla word recognition.
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1 Introduction

Automatic recognition of handwritten text is one of the

most popular areas of research in the domain of document

image processing [1, 2]. The reason of its popularity lies in

its wide range of applications in human society which

include postal automation [3, 4], bank check processing

[5, 6], form processing [7, 8], etc. Major difficulty in rec-

ognizing the handwritten text is mainly due to the varying

writing styles of individuals. Even the script in which the

text is written can pose additional challenges. For example,

some Indic scripts like Devanagari and Bangla comprise a

considerably larger character set in comparison with

Roman/Latin script. Chinese, Japanese and Korean scripts

also have large character sets but in these scripts characters

appear isolated in the text, whereas Indic scripts are very

often written in cursive manner. Therefore, development of

a comprehensive and accurate handwritten text recognition

system in Indic script is difficult and needs more attention

from the researchers [9].

In the literature, plenty of work can be found for the

recognition of words written in Arabic [10–12], Chinese/

Japanese [13–15] and Roman [16–18] scripts. But in

comparison with that very few attempts have been made

for the recognition of words written in Bangla script. With

more than 200 million speakers, Bangla is the seventh most

spoken language in the world [19]. It is also the second

most popular official language (out of 23 official lan-

guages) in India and the national language of Bangladesh.

Besides Bangla language, Bangla script is also used to

write other languages like Assamese and Manipuri.

Although a significant number of work have been reported
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Abstract
Feature selection plays a key role in reducing the dimensionality of a feature vector by discarding redundant and irrelevant

ones. In this paper, a Genetic Algorithm-based hierarchical feature selection (HFS) model has been designed to optimize

the local and global features extracted from each of the handwritten word images under consideration. In this context, two

recently developed feature descriptors based on shape and texture of the word images have been taken into account.

Experimentation is conducted on an in-house dataset of 12,000 handwritten word samples written in Bangla script. This

database comprises names of 80 popular cities of West Bengal, a state of India. Proposed model not only reduces the

feature dimension by nearly 28%, but also enhances the performance of the handwritten word recognition (HWR) tech-

nique by 1.28% over the recognition performance obtained with unreduced feature set. Moreover, the proposed HFS-based

HWR system performs better in comparison with some recently developed methods on the present dataset.

Keywords Hierarchical feature selection · Genetic Algorithm · Handwritten city name · Bangla script · Elliptical feature ·

Gradient-based feature

1 Introduction

In machine learning, feature selection (FS), also known as

variable selection, is the process of selecting a subset of

relevant features which can be used to construct a better

model for any pattern classification problem. This implies

FS optimizes the original feature vector through identifi-

cation and removal of the redundant and/or irrelevant ones.

This optimization has many potential benefits like facili-

tating better data visualization and understanding of fea-

tures in feature space, shrinking the storage requirement,

reducing training time of a classifier and defying the curse

of dimensionality to improve prediction performance.

Researchers from all over the world design various

kinds of features, such as shape-based, texture-based,

topological or their combinations to handle several pattern

recognition problems. Such practices not only result in

escalation of feature dimension, but also in most cases, fail

to produce desired outcome. The key reason behind this is

that generation of extra features does not always ensure

their relevance in representing the patterns in the feature

space or their complementary nature with respect to

existing ones.

One of the possible solutions to this problem is to

identify an optimal feature set which can efficiently rep-

resent the pattern classes, present in a given dataset. In this

context, FS methods play an important role by reducing the

feature dimension through elimination of the noisy and/or

irrelevant features. As the selection of an optimal feature

set is a NP-hard problem, several greedy approaches like

branch and bound [1, 2], sequential search [3] and meta-
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Abstract
Handwritten word recognition, a classical pattern recognition problem, converts a word image into its machine

editable form. Mainly two basic approaches are followed to solve this problem, one is segmentation-based and the other is

holistic. A number of research attempts have shown that the holistic approach performs better than its counterpart when the

lexicon is predefined, fixed and small in size. Relying on this, initial benchmark recognition accuracy on CMATERdb2.1.2,

a publicly available database consists of handwritten city names in Bangla, was reported following a holistic word

recognition protocol. In the present work, we have followed the same trend to recognize the word samples of the said

database and set a new benchmark recognition accuracy. A sparse convolutional neural network (CNN)-based model which

is a low-cost trainable model has been developed for this. We have relied on a recently proposed hypothesis, known as

lottery ticket hypothesis for pruning the layers of CNN model methodically, and derived a low-resource model having

much less number of training parameters. This model competently surpasses the previously reported recognition accuracy

on the said database by a significant margin with an axed training cost.

Keywords Handwritten word recognition � CNN model � Lottery ticket hypothesis � Bangla script � CMATERdb2.1.2

1 Introduction

The process of handwritten word recognition (HWR) aims

to convert a handwritten word image into its machine

editable form generally in Unicode representation. Varia-

tions in writing style of different writers make HWR a

challenging task. Writing style of the writers may vary

based on their sex, age, profession, educational qualifica-

tion and mood. In addition to these, the type and quality of

writing medium increase the complexity of the recognition

task, i.e. words written on paper using pen/pencil in offline

mode are more complex to recognize than writing on

tablet, mobile phone, etc., using stylus or digital pen in

online mode [1].

Irrespective of sample collection mode, HWR systems

follow either segmentation-based approach or holistic

approach while recognizing a given word. In segmentation-

based approach, firstly word images are segmented into

characters by using some segmentation mechanism [2].

Then, a classification model is used to recognize each of

the segmented shapes, and finally reconstruction of the
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